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Abstract
Hybrid membranes were prepared using poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) via hydrolysis
followed by condensation. The membranes were subjected to swelling study and observed a remarkable decrease in
degree of swelling with increasing the TEOS content in membranes and is attributed to the formation of hydrogen and
covalent bonds in the membrane matrix. The pervaporation performance of these membranes for the separation of waterdioxane mixtures was investigated in terms of feed concentration and the content of TEOS used as crosslinking agent.
The membrane containing 1:1.5 mass ratio of PVA and TEOS gave the highest separation selectivity of 14,992 with a
flux of 0.70 x 10-1 kg/m2 h at 30oC for 10 mass % of water in the feed. For all the membranes the observed values of
water flux are very close to the values of total flux in the investigated composition range, signifying that the developed
membranes are highly water selective. From the temperature dependence of diffusion and permeation values, the
Arrhenius apparent activation parameters have been estimated. The resulting activation energy values, obtained for
water permeation being lower than those of dioxane permeation values, suggest that the membranes have higher
separation efficiency. The activation energy values calculated for total permeation and water permeation are close to
each other for all the membranes, signifying that coupled-transport is minimal as due to higher selective nature of
membranes. The negative heat of sorption values (HS) for water in all the membranes suggests the Langmuir’s mode of
sorption.
Keywords: poly(vinyl alcohol), TEOS, hybrid membranes, pervaporation, selectivity, activation energy.

1. Introduction
1

Increased awareness of both environmental and energy
needs has resulted in significant efforts in industrial sector
to develop energy efficient separation processes.
Compared to the traditional phase separation processes
such as distillation, membrane separation techniques are
energy efficient with an easy operation and low cost.
These techniques are greatly appreciated in a variety of
applications in the medical, food, industrial, energy and
environment fields. Pervaporation (PV), a membrane
based separation technique is a hybrid between a liquid
and a gas separation process, and is very effective and
economical for the separation of water from organic
solvents and solvent mixtures . The principles of PV can
be best understood through explanation of two step
processes: an evaporation process and a membrane
transfer process. It is especially promising for separation
of organic liquid mixtures such as azeotropes or close
boiling liquids.
Most research efforts on the PV process have been
focused on the separation of water-alcohol systems, and
the separation of water-dioxane mixtures has received

relatively less attention. Dioxane is a clear liquid that
dissolves in water at all concentrations. It forms an
azeotropes at 18.1 mass % of dioxane concentration. It is
primarily used as a solvent in the manufacture of
chemicals, as a laboratory reagent and as a media with
water in electrochemical research . It is also used in the
preparation of cosmetics, detergents and shampoos. When
this chemical release to environment, sunlight does not
react with dioxane directly but can change dioxane to
different compounds. In water it is stable and does not
degrade and affect the aquatic life. It is reported that acute
accidental exposure to high amount of vapours of this have
caused death in people. The US Department of health and
human services reasonably anticipated 1.4-dioxane as
human carcinogen on the basis of sufficient evidences.
Hence it is very much essential to separate 1.4-dioxane
from industrial waste. Because of the small differences in
the volatilities of water and dioxane in dilute aqueous
solution, azeotropic distillation is preferable instead of
binary distillation. Lee et al. prepared poly(dimethyl
siloxane-co-siloxane) membranes and studied for
pervaporation separation of dioxane-water system. They
got the flux 0.108 kg/m2h and the selectivity is 16.3.
Wang et al. reported 0.417kg/m2h flux with selectivity 663
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at 70oC for sodium alginate composite membranes . In
PV, membrane plays a vital role as it functions as a
selective barrier for the mixtures to be separated. Hence,
to meet the desire needs various membranes have been
prepared and used for the dehydration of organics. Among
these the crosslinked poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
membranes have been investigated frequently since
hydroxyl groups of PVA form strong interactions with
water through hydrogen bonding. Though these
membranes yields better PV performances, but still fail to
achieve satisfactory results. This may be due to greater
degree of crosslinking density or higher degree of
swelling.
To overcome such problems, hydrophilic
membranes with optimized degree of crosslinking density
using suitable crosslinker are required for the effective
mass separation. A better way is to establish the inorganic
crosslinking segments between the linear chains through
chemical reaction to improve the membrane toughness. In
doing so, with a minimum degree of crosslinking density
one can retain more number of hydrophilic groups in the
polymer matrix so as to improve the overall PV
performances.
In the recent years the organic-inorganic hybrid
materials via sol-gel process have attracted great attention.
This is because of their potential advantages over the
conventional materials due to their extra ordinary
properties arising from the synergism between the organic
inorganic characteristic properties. From the practical
point of view as a membrane material in separation, these
hybrid materials have a promising future due to unique
advantages such as flexibility, high mechanical strength,
thermal stability and excellent processibility. Moreover,
among the recent researches, these hybrid membranes are
viewed as next generation materials in many applications.
They were prepared by directly incorporating the silane
groups as the precursors to get Si-O-Si backbone which
provides thermal stability, mechanical strength and less
swelling capacity.
PVA is a possible candidate for the dehydration
process of aqueous organic mixtures owing to its good
chemical stability, film-forming ability and high
hydrophilicity, except for its poor stability in aqueous
solution. Therefore, PVA needs to be insolubilized by
crosslinking or other modifications so as to get a stable
membrane with good mechanical properties and selective
permeability towards water. Insolubilization of PVA by
crosslinking with maleic acid, glutaraldehyde and
phenylene diamine has been well documented by many
investigators. Recently, hybrid materials in which the
organic and inorganic compounds are ideally homogenous
are being studied in various fields.
This has prompted us to extend the study of these
membranes for the separation of water-dioxane mixtures.
An effort to control the membrane swelling by introducing
an inorganic group as a crosslinker into PVA matrix via
hydrolysis and followed by condensation reaction using
the sol-gel method was made. The TEOS content with
respect to that of PVA was varied to improve the
membranes’
performances.
The
physical
and
spectroscopic properties of the deriatized membranes in

relation to their structure variations were investigated. The
resulting membranes were employed for PV separation of
water-acetic acid mixtures at 30, 40 and 50 oC. We report
here the experimental results of permeation flux,
separation selectivity and diffusion coefficients at different
temperatures.
The diffusion coefficients have been
calculated from the Fick’s equation. From the temperature
dependency of permeation flux and diffusion coefficients
data, the Arrhenius activation parameters have been
estimated. These results are discussed in terms of PV
separation efficiency of the membranes.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (M.W. ~1,25,000), Dioxane and
hydrochloric acid were purchased from s. d. fine
Chemicals Ltd., Mumbai, India. Tetraethylorthosilicate
(TEOS) was procured from E. Merck (India) Ltd.,
Mumbai. All the chemicals are of reagent grade and were
used without further purification. Double distilled water
was used throughout the study.
2.2. Membrane preparation
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (4 g) was dissolved in 100 ml
deareated-distilled water at 60oC. The hot solution was
filtered and to the filtrate, a known amount of TEOS and 1
ml of concentrated HCl as an acid catalyst were added to
carry out the sol-gel reaction. The solution was stirred
overnight at room temperature and the resulting
homogeneous solution was cast onto a glass plate with the
aid of a casting knife. The membranes were allowed to dry
at room temperature for 2-3 days and the completely dried
membranes were subsequently peeled off. The mass ratio
of TEOS with respect to PVA was varied as 0.25, 0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and the resulting hybrid membranes were designated
as M-1, M-2, M-3 and M-4, respectively.
2.3. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
The reaction between PVA and TEOS was confirmed
using FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet, Impact-410, USA).
Membrane samples were ground well to make KBr pellets
under a hydraulic pressure of 400 kg/cm2 and spectra were
recorded in the range of 400–4000 cm−1.
2.4. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)
Morphology of the hybrid membranes was studied at room
temperature using a Brucker’s D-8 advanced wide-angle
X-ray diffractometer. The X-ray source was nickel-filtered
Cu Kα-radiation (40 kV, 30 mA). The dried membranes of
uniform thickness (±40µm) were mounted on a sample
holder and scanned in the reflection mode at an angle 2θ
over a range from 5 to 40◦ at a speed of 8◦/min.
2.5. Swelling measurements
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The equilibrium sorption experiments were performed in
different compositions of water-dioxane mixtures using an
electronically controlled oven (WTB Binder, Germany).
The mass of the dry membranes were first determined and
these were equilibrated by soaking in different
compositions of the mixtures in a sealed vessel at 30 oC for
24 h. The swollen membranes were weighed as quickly as
possible after careful blotting using digital microbalance.
All experiments were performed at least three times, and
the results were averaged. The percent degree of swelling
(DS) was calculated as:
 W  Wd
DS (%)   s
 Wd


 x 100


(1)

where Ws and Wd are the masses of the swollen and dry
membranes, respectively.
2.6 Pervaporation experiments
PV experiments were performed using an indigenously
designed apparatus as shown in our previous articles
Fig.1(A&B) . The effective surface area of the membrane
in contact with the feed mixture is 34.23 cm2 and the
capacity of the feed compartment is about 250 cm3. The
vacuum in the downstream side of the apparatus was
maintained (10 Torr) using a two-stage vacuum pump
(Toshniwal, Chennai, India). The water composition in the
feed mixture was varied from 10 to 50 mass %. The test
membrane was allowed to equilibrate for about 2 hours in
the feed compartment before performing the PV
experiment with a known volume of feed mixture. After
an equilibrium was attained, the permeate was collected in
traps immersed in the liquid nitrogen on the downstream
side at timed intervals and experiments were carried out at
30, 40 and 50oC. The flux was calculated by weighing the
permeate on a digital microbalance (Mettler B204-S,
Toledo, Switzerland) with an accuracy of ± 0.01mg. The
compositions of water and dioxane were estimated by
measuring the refractive index of the permeate within an
accuracy of ± 0.0001 units using Abbe’s Refractometer
(Atago-3T, Japan) and using standard graph of refractive
index vs known compositions of water-dioxane mixture.
The results from the permeation of water-dioxane mixtures
during the pervaporation were reproducible, and the errors
inherent in the pervaporation measurements were in the
order of a few percent.
From the PV data, separation performances of the
membranes can be assessed in terms of total flux (J),
separation selectivity (αsep) and pervaporation separation
index (PSI) and these were calculated, respectively, using
the following equations:
W
J
A.t

 sep 

Pw / PIPA
Fw / FIPA

PSI  J ( sep  1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Here, W is the mass of permeate (kg); A, the area of the
membrane in contact with the feed mixture (m2): t, the
permeation time (h); Pw and Pdioxane are the mass fractions
of water and dioxane in the permeate, respectively. Fw and
Fdioxane are the respective mass fractions of water and
dioxane in the feed.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Formation of PVA/TEOS hybrid membrane
Figure 2 shows the process of polycondensation reaction
of TEOS . In the process of preparing PVA/TEOS hybrid
membrane, TEOS was hydrolyzed in presence of an acid
catalyst, giving silanol groups. The resulting silanol
groups yielded siloxane bonds due to the dehydration or
dealcoholysis reaction with other silanol groups or ethoxy
groups during the membrane drying. These reactions led to
cohesive bodies between siloxane in the membrane. Since
these bodies of siloxane were dispersed in the membrane,
the silanol groups of siloxane and the hydroxy groups of
PVA formed hydrogen and covalent bonds, which are the
crosslinking points.
3.2. Membrane characterization
3.2.1. FTIR studies
The incorporation of inorganic groups into a PVA matrix
was confirmed by FTIR studies. Fig. 3 shows the FTIR
spectra of pure PVA membrane and those of membranes
with different loading of TEOS content. A characteristic
strong and broad band appeared at around 3400 cm−1 in
pure PVA spectra (M) corresponds to O-H stretching
vibrations of the hydroxyl groups. The intensity of this
broad band gradually decreased from membrane M-1 to
M-4 with increasing TEOS content, indicating that some
of the –OH groups of PVA involved in condensation
reaction with silanol groups of TEOS, forming covalently
bonded crosslinks between polymer segments. Further,
multiple bands appeared in the spectra (M) at around
1000–1100 cm−1 are assigned to C- O stretching. The
increase in the intensity of these bands from membrane M1 to M-4 with increasing TEOS content, suggest the
formation of Si-O-C bonds between the linear
polyethylene segments, since Si O stretching also appears
at the same wavelength of C O stretching.
3.2.2. X-ray diffraction studies
To study the effect of TEOS on the membrane
morphology, X-ray diffraction was employed and the
patterns for PVA and its hybrid membranes are presented
in Fig. 4. The pure PVA membrane (M) exhibits a typical
peak that appeared at 2θ =20o thus, it can be assigned to be
a mixture of (101) and (200). On the other hand,
diffraction patterns of the hybrid membranes show that as
the degree of crosslinking density increased from
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membrane M-1 to M-4, the intensity of the peak decreased
continuously at around 2θ = 20o, owing to the formation of
Si-O-C bonds between the linear polyethylene segments.
This reveals that the uncrosslinked PVA membrane
exhibits more crystalline domains than those of
crosslinked hybrid membranes. From the patterns, it can
also be observed that there is a shift in the position of the
peaks of hybrid membranes from the pure PVA
membrane. This implies that the silanol groups of TEOS
crosslinks with reactive –OH groups of PVA in crystalline
domain, results in the compression of the amorphous
region, thereby making the structure more compact. This
compact structure favours the selective transport of water.
3.3. Effect of feed composition and TEOS content on
membrane swelling
The characteristics of the sorption (swelling) mechanism
depend on the membrane structure, the difference between
the affinities of the components towards membrane, the
mutual interaction of components and the way of
interaction of each component with the membrane affects
the interaction of other penetrant with the membrane [1921]. Therefore, the properties of membrane sorption play
an important role in PV process. Figure 5 shows the
swelling behavior of the hybrid membranes in different
mass % of water-dioxane mixture at 30oC. It is noticed
that the degree of swelling increased almost linearly for all
the membranes with increasing water concentration up to
50 mass % in the feed. The increase of preferential
sorption of water with increasing water content may be
due to small water molecule and strong interactions
occurring between the water molecules and reactive -OH
groups present in the membrane matrix. On the other
hand, the degree of swelling decreased drastically from
membrane M-1 to M-4 throughout the investigated range.
This is mainly due to a reduction of free-volume and
hydrophilic groups upon increasing the TEOS, since
silanol groups of TEOS underwent the formation of
covalently bonded crosslinks with the reactive -OH
groups.

owing to the formation crosslinks between the linear
polyethylene units. The results of X-ray also support this
explanation. To see the extent of permeation of individual
components, we have plotted the individual fluxes as a
function of mass % of TEOS in membranes at 10 mass %
of water in the feed as shown in Fig. 8. From the plot, it is
clearly noticed that the water flux values are very close to
the values of total flux and hence they are overlapping
each other for all the membranes. This is clearly
manifested that the membranes developed in the present
study having higher crosslinking density are found to be
highly selective towards water.
The overall selectivity of a membrane in PV process is
generally determined on the basis of interaction between
the membrane and permeating molecules, molecular size
of the permeating species and pore diameter of the
membrane. Figure 9 displays the effect of water
composition on the selectivity for all the membranes. It is
observed that the selectivity decreased significantly for all
the membranes with increasing water concentration in the
feed. Here the increased swelling of the membrane has a
negative impact on the membrane selectivity. The swollen
and plasticized upstream membrane layer allows some of
the dioxane molecules to escape into the permeate side
along with water molecules indicating a drop in
selectivity. On the other hand, the selectivity increased
linearly from membrane M-1 to M-4 upon increasing the
crosslinking density as seen from Fig. 9. This is due to a
reduction of free-volume in membrane matrix and
decreased hydrophilic character of the membranes, which
together responsible for the increased selective interaction
between membrane and the water molecules.
The calculated results of total flux and selectivity,
fluxes of water and dioxane measured at 30 oC for all the
membranes in different compositions of feed mixture are
presented in the Table 1 and 2, respectively. It is observed
that there is a systematic increase in total flux, water flux
and flux of dioxane with respect to water composition in
the feed, while these values decreased with increasing the
crosslinking density in the membranes. However, the
systematic effect of water composition and crosslinking
density was noticed on the selectivity.

3.4. Effect of feed composition and TEOS content on
pervaporation properties

3.5. Pervaporation separation index (PSI)

Figure 6 shows the effect of feed composition on the total
permeation flux for all the membranes at 30 oC. It is
observed that the total permeation flux increased almost
linearly for all the hybrid membranes with increasing the
amount of water in the feed. This is due to an increase of
selective interaction between water molecules and
hydroxyl groups of hybrid membranes. This interaction
becomes more predominant at higher concentration of
water, since water causes a greater degree of interaction
than that of dioxane with these membranes. On the
contrary, the permeation flux decreased monotonically
from membrane M-1 to M-4 with increasing the
crosslinking density as can be seen in Fig. 7. This is
because of significant reduction of free-volume in the
membrane matrix and its decreased hydrophilic character,

Pervaporation separation index (PSI), which is a relative
measure of the separation ability of a membrane, has been
defined as the product of total permeation and separation
factor. This index can be used as a relative guideline index
for the design of pervaporation membrane separation
pro++++cesses and also to select a membrane with an
optimal combination of flux and selectivity. Figure 10
shows the variation of PSI as a function of TEOS content
in the membranes for 10 mass % of water in the feed at
30oC. It is found that PSI values increased with increasing
crosslinking density (M-1 to M-3).
However, for
membrane M-4, the PSI value totally decreased. This may
be due to a considerable loss of hydrophilic character at
higher crosslinking density and as a result, selectivity
remarkably decreased towards the water. This signifying
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Table 1 Pervaporation flux and separation selectivity for different membranes at 30oC for different mass % of water in
the feed
Jp x 101 (kg/m2 h)
M-1
M-2
2.41
2.12
2.68
2.35
3.19
2.75
3.38
3.20
4.29
3.66

Mass
% of water
10
20
30
40
50

M-3
1.40
1.85
2.28
2.69
3.06

αsep
M-1
2804
223
114
57
10

M-4
0.70
1.19
1.52
1.73
2.82

M-2
5285
847
130
72
17

M-3
9991
1022
214
103
34

M-4
14992
1246
124
129
37

Table 2 Pervaporation Fluxes of Water and Dioxan for Different Membranes at 30oC for Different Mass % of Water in
the feed
Mass
% of water
10
20
30
40
50

M-1
2.40
2.63
3.06
3.28
3.91

JW x 101 (kg/m2 h)
M-2
M-3
2.12
1.40
2.33
1.84
2.70
2.26
3.12
2.64
3.46
2.97

M-4
0.69
1.18
1.49
1.69
2.74

M-1
0.77
4.72
6.24
9.92
38.6

JDioxane x 103 (kg/m2 h)
M-2
M-3
0.36
0.13
1.10
0.72
4.83
2.46
8.26
5.53
19.9
8.81

M-4
0.04
0.38
2.81
3.99
8.71

Table 3 Diffusion Coefficients of Water and Dioxan for Different Membranes Calculated at 30oC from eq. 6 for
Different Mass % of Water in the Feed
Dw x 107 (m2/s)
M-1
M-2
5.24
4.56
2.76
2.43
2.11
1.85
1.70
1.60
1.61
1.42

Mass
% of water
10
20
30
40
50

M-3
2.94
1.90
1.54
1.35
1.21

M-4
1.43
1.21
1.02
0.87
0.69

DDioxane x 109 (m2/s)
M-1
M-2
0.84
0.39
5.77
1.35
8.71
6.75
11.30
13.5
75.80
39.0

M-3
0.14
0.88
3.44
9.02
17.20

M-4
0.05
0.46
2.93
3.25
16.0

Table 4 Pervaporation Flux and Separation Selectivity for Different Membranes at Different Temperatures for 10 Mass
% of Water in the Feed
Temp.
(oC)
30
40
50

M-1
2.41
4.78
9.69

Jp x 101 (kg/m2 h)
M-2
M-3
2.12
1.40
3.86
3.50
7.43
4.68

M-4
0.70
0.86
1.60

M-1
2804
1075
304

M-2
5285
1050
502

αsep
M-3
9991
2299
701

M-4
14992
2804
806

Table 5 Arrhenius Activation Parameters for Permeation and Diffusion and Heat of Sorption
Membranes
Ep (kJ/mol)
ED (kJ/mol)
Epw (kJ/mol)
EDw (kJ/mol)
EpDioxane (kJ/mol)
ΔHs (kJ/mol)

M-1
56.62
67.86
55.57
67.85
145.92
-11.24

M-2
51.07
59.10
50.41
59.02
146.69
-8.03

that the membranes of the present study showed better
performances at higher crosslinking density up to a
maximum extent of 1:1.5 mass % of TEOS to PVA.
3.6. Diffusion coefficient

M-3
49.42
53.81
48.26
53.27
190.63
-4.39

M-4
33.42
34.23
32.28
33.51
190.70
-0.81

In pervaporation process, the mass transport of a binary
liquid mixture through a non-porous polymer membrane is
generally described by the solution-diffusion mechanism,
which occurs in three steps: sorption, diffusion and
evaporation . Thus, the selectivity and permeation rates are
governed by the solubility and diffusivity of each
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component of the feed mixture to be separated. In the
process, because of establishing the fast equilibrium
distribution between the bulk feed and the upstream
surface of a membrane, diffusion step controls the
migration of penetrants. Therefore, it is important to
estimate the diffusion coefficient, Di of penetrating
molecules to understand transport mechanism.
From the Fick’s law of diffusion, the diffusion flux can
be expressed as :
J i   Di

dCi
dx

(5)

where J is the permeation flux per unit area (kg m-2s-1), D
is the diffusion coefficient (m-2 s-1), C is the concentration
of the permeant (kg m-3), subscript i stands for water or
dioxane and x is the diffusion length (m). For simplicity,
it is assumed that the concentration profile along the
diffusion length is linear. Therefore, the diffusion
coefficient can be calculated using the equation :
Di 

J i
Ci

(6)

where C is the weight concentration of component i at the
membrane surface of the feed side and  is the membrane
thickness. The calculated values of Di at 30oC are
presented in the Table 3. As similar to pervaporation
study, the diffusion coefficients of water as well as
dioxane decreased from membrane M-1 to M-4, due to a
reduction of pore size with increasing the crosslinking
density. As the water in the feed concentration increases
the diffusion coefficient values of dioxane increased
continuously for all the membranes. This is expected due
to a detoriation of membrane selectivity towards water
with increasing water composition in the feed.
3.7. Effect of temperature on membrane performances
The effect of operating temperature on pervaporation
performances for 10 mass % of water in the feed was
studied and results are presented in Table 4. It is observed
that the permeation rate was found to increase from 30 to
50oC, whereas the separation factor decreased. This is
because of decreased interaction between water molecules
and, permeants and membrane at higher temperature,
which predominate the plasticizing effect on the
membrane. This intern facilitates the transport of water
molecules along with dioxane molecules, while reducing
the selectivity.
The temperature dependence of the permeation and
diffusion rates can be expressed by an Arrhenius type
relationship ,
  Ex 
X  X o exp 

(7)
 RT 
where X represents diffusion (D) or permeation (J), Xo is a
constant representing pre-exponential factor of Jo or Do, Ex
represents activation energy for pervaporation or diffusion
depending upon the transport process under consideration
and RT is the usual energy term. As the feed temperature
increases, vapour pressure in the feed compartment also

increases, but the vapour pressure at the permeate side is
not affected. These results in an increase of driving force
with increasing the temperature.
Arrhenius plots are shown in Figs.11and 12 for the
temperature dependence of permeation flux, fluxes of
water and dioxane, and diffusion of water, respectively.
From the least square fit of these linear plots, the
activation energies values for total permeability (Ep),
individual permeabilities of water (Epw) and dioxane
(Epdioxane) and total diffusivity (ED) were estimated and
results so obtained are presented in Table 5.
From Table 5, it is observed that the apparent
activation energy values of water permeation (Epw) are
significantly lower than those of dioxane permeation
(Epdioxane), suggesting a higher separation efficiency of the
membranes. In all the membranes, the activation energy
values of water and total permeation (Ep) are almost close
to each other, signifying that coupled-transport (water and
dioxane) is minimal as due to higher selective nature of
membranes. The Ep and ED values ranged between 33.42
and 56.62 kJ/mol, and 34.23 and 67.86 kJ/mol,
respectively. Using these values, we have further
calculated the heat of sorption as:
(8)
H s  E pw  EDw
The resulting Hs values are included in Table 6. The Hs
values give the additional information about the transport
of molecules through the polymer matrix. It is a composite
parameter involving contributions from Henry’s and
Langmuir’s type of sorption. Henry’s law states that the
heat of sorption will be positive for liquid transport
leading to the dissolution of chemical species into that site
within the membrane, giving an endothermic contribution
to the sorption process. However, Langmuir’s sorption
requires the pre-existence of a site in which sorption
occurs by a hole filling mechanism, giving an exothermic
contribution. The Hs values obtained in the present study
are negative for all the membranes, suggesting that
Langmuir’s sorption is still predominant, giving an
exothermic contribution.

Fig. 1a Schematic representation of pervaporation
apparatus: (1) pervaporation cell; (2) vacuum control
valves; (3) permeate cold trap; (4) moisture cold trap; (5)
pressure sensor; (6) vacuum pump.
Fig. 1b Schematic diagram of pervaporation cell: (1) water
inlet; (2) water outlet; (3) feed inlet; (4) thermometer
jacket; (5) stirrer; (6) o-ring; (7) membrane; (8) sintered
disk; (9) permeate outlet.
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Fig. 2 Scheme for the synthesis of PVA based hybrid
membrane.

Fig. 6 Variation of total pervaporation flux with different
mass % of water in the feed for different hybrid
membranes.
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Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of pure PVA and its hybrid
membranes: (M) 0 mass %; (M-1) 0.25 mass %; (M-2) 0.5
mass %; (M-3) 1.0mass %; (M-4) 1.5 mass % of TEOS.

Fig. 7 Variation of total pervaporation flux with different
mass % of TEOS at 10 mass % of water in the feed.
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Fig. 4 Wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of pure PVA
and its hybrid membranes: (M) 0 mass %; (M-1) 0.25
mass %; (M-2) 0.5 mass %; (M-3) 1.0mass %; (M-4) 1.5
mass % of TEOS.
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Fig. 8 Variation of total flux, and fluxes of water and
dioxane with different mass % of TEOS at 10 mass % of
water in the feed.
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Fig. 5 Variation of degree of swelling with different mass
% of water in the feed for different hybrid membranes.
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Fig. 9 Variation of pervaporation separation in
selectivitydex with different mass % of TEOS at 10 mass
% of water in the feed.
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Fig. 10 Variation of pervaporation separation index with
different mass % of TEOS at 10 mass % of water in the
feed.
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the formation of covalently bonded crosslinks. The
membrane containing 1:1.5 mass ratio of PVA and TEOS
showed the highest separation selectivity of 14992 with a
flux of 0.70 x 10-1 kg/m2 h at 30oC for 10 mass % of water
in the feed. The PV separation index data also support that
membrane with a higher degree of crosslinking density
showed an excellent PV performance. Experimental data
also reveal that the total flux and water flux are almost
equivalent in the investigated range, manifesting that the
developed membranes are highly water selective.
The significant lower apparent activation energy values
obtained for water permeation as compared to dioxane
permeation are attributed to higher separation efficiency of
the membranes. Further, the activation energy values of
total permeation and water permeation are close to each
other, signifying that coupled transport is minimal due to
the selective nature of membranes.
The estimated Ep and ED values ranged between 33.42
and 56.62 kJ/mol, and 34.23 and 67.86 kJ/mol,
respectively. In all the membranes, the Langmuir’s mode
of sorption dominates over the process, giving an
exothermic contribution.
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